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The accuracy of the two-moment, three-moment, square root, and cube root approximations to the
noncentral F distribution was assessed using 7,920entries from Tiku's (1967) power tables. Tiku's tables
list exact values of f3 for a = .005-.05, v, = 1-12, V2 = 2-120, and (/J = 0.5-3.0. Analysis of the errors
showed generally satisfactory performance for all four approximations. The three-moment approxi
mation was most accurate, registering a maximum error of only .009. The other three approximations
had maximum errors of ::!::.02, except for the square root approximation at v2 =2, where maximum
errors of .05 occur. Approximation error increased with decreases in VI and, less consistently, with in
creases in v2• Error was nonmonotonically related to (/J. Asecond investigation explored the accuracy
of the approximations at values of a ranging from .10 to .90. All four approximations degraded sub
stantially in this situation, with maximum errors ranging from - .09 to .05. If the analysis is restricted
to cases where VI > 1 and v2 > 2, maximum errors drop to roughly ::!::.03. We conclude that the ap
proximations perform reasonably well for small a and moderately well for larger values, if certain re
strictions are imposed. From a computational standpoint, however, there is little advantage to using ap
proximate as opposed to exact methods unless exact values of F;. are known in advance.

The last several decades have seen a growing interest
in issues surrounding statistical power, ignited in large part
by Jacob Cohen's book Statistical Power Analysis for the
Behavioral Sciences (1969, 1977, 1988). Cohen's book
was partly a response to an earlier power survey (Cohen,
1962), which showed that the average power ofstudies pub
lished in the 1960 issue of the Journal ofAbnormal and
Social Psychology was only .48 for detecting medium-size
effects. Subsequent research has demonstrated similar
low power levels for studies published in other journals
and disciplines (see, e.g., Brewer, 1972; Chase & Chase,
1976; Chase & Tucker, 1975, 1976; Katzer & Sodt, 1973;
Rossi, 1982, 1986, 1990; Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 1989).
Inadequate attention to power has motivated the devel
opment of both general purpose and specialized pro
grams for doing power analysis. A sampling ofsuch pro
grams is reviewed by Goldstein (1989) and by Thomas
and Krebs (1997). Some recent additions include soft
ware described by Meyer (1995), Erdfelder, Faul, and
Buchner (1996), and Bradley, Russell, and Reeve (1996).'
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A number of approximations to the noncentral F dis
tribution have been developed to facilitate the computa
tion ofpower for tests employing the F statistic. Illustra
tions may be found in Johnson and Kotz (1970), Winer
(1971), Guenther (1979), and Winer, Brown, and Michels
(1991). Approximations have been used in the construc
tion ofpower tables (see, e.g., Cohen, 1969, 1977, 1988;
Rotton & Schonernann, 1978) and to perform power and
sample size calculations in power analysis programs (see,
e.g., Borenstein & Cohen, 1988; Bradley, 1988; Erdfelder
et al., 1996; Parker & Borich, 1980).2 Given the increas
ing reliance on approximations, it is necessary to revisit
the question of the relative accuracy of approximate and
exact methods for computing power. We first describe the
analytical basis for each approximation and then review
previous research assessing the accuracy of the approxi
mations. Finally, we report the results of our own com
prehensive tests of approximation accuracy.

The Noncentral F Distribution
The random variable F = (x / VI)/(X2/v2) is the ratio of

two independent chi-square variables, XI and X2' each di
vided by its degrees of freedom, v, and v2' respectively.
The numerator chi-square is distributed as X,2(v"A,) and
the denominator chi-square as xi(v2,A2)' With respect
to the noncentrality parameter, x, is a central chi-square
variable if A, = 0 and a noncentral chi-square variable if
AI > O. The same distinction holds for x2' although in prac
tice one rarely encounters applications where A2 > 0 (but
see Scheffe, 1959, pp. 134-136). The distributions ofx,
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X2, and F are related as follows. If Xl and X2 are central
chi-square variables, F follows a central F distribution,
F( VI' v2) . If X I and x2 are distributed as noncentral and
central chi-square variables, respectively, then F follows
a singly (topside) noncentral F distribution, F( VI' v2;A).
In this context, A is understood to be the noncentrality
parameter for Xl. Finally, if both xI and x, are noncentral
chi-square variables, F follows a doubly noncentral F
distribution, F(VI' V2;AI ,1.2) , We follow the convention of
denoting central, singly noncentral, and doubly noncen
tral F variables as F, F', and F", where

2/ ,2/ '2/
F= %~/Vl ,F'= %12/

Vl
,andF"= %~2/Vl.

%2 V2 %2 V2 %2 v2

Likewise, we denote the distributions of these variables
as the F distribution, F' distribution, and F" distribution,
respectively. (The central and noncentral chi-squares are
denoted %12 and X?, respectively.) No special designa
tion is reserved for the case where Al = 0 and 1.2 > 0, as
this corresponds to the reciprocal ofF' (Johnson & Kotz,
1970, p. 189).

In computing power, the value of F that cuts off a in
the upper tail ofthe F distribution, Fa ( VI' v2) , is referenced
to an F' or F" distribution, as appropriate, and the upper
tail area (I - (3) determined. In most cases, the reference
distribution is a singly noncentral F distribution with pa
rameters VI' v2' and A. For example, in a one-way analysis
of variance (ANOYA) with k groups and n observations
per group, the noncentrality parameter is

k k

n L(Jij-ld n L r;
1.= j;l ~

a 2 a 2
£. £.

To simplify table organization, most tables and charts of
the power of the F test employ the following alternative
measure of noncentrality:

Inir;
cp= !~ = ():

~ kai Ii k .

The researcher enters the power table (or chart) with the
parameters a, VI' v2' and cp and reads the value of 1 - {3.
Interpolation is generally required ifprecise estimates of
power are desired. Note that some tables present 1 - {3
as a function of sample size, n, and effect size, j, where

~

:" r
2

,L } 1--

f- !j;! -~_!~
- ~ kai - j;z - ~ nk .

In this case, power is determined by entering the tables
with a, Vi' n, and f. Most researchers find such tables eas
ier to use because n andfrelate to the structure of the re
search design in a more direct way than do v2 and cp. 3

Below, we illustrate the computation of power using
an exact method and four different approximations. To fa-
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cilitate comparison, it will be helpful to develop an ex
ample that can be used with each method. Suppose a re
searcher is interested in computing the power ofthe F test
for a one-way ANOYA. The researcher assumes the fol
lowing: k= 4, n = 16, a 2= 225, u, = 41, Ji2 = 47, Ji3 = 53,
Ji4 = 59, and Ji= 50. In this case, 1:r2 = (-9)2 + (-3)2 +
(3)2 + 92= 180, and the noncentrality parameters are 1.=
16(180)/225 = 12.8 and cp= -)12.8/4 = 1.79. Power tables
in Tiku (1967, p. 535) and power charts in Pearson and
Hartley (1976, p. 252) show that for a= .05, VI = k - 1 =
3, v2 = k(n - 1) = 60, and cp= 1.79, power is I - {3"'" .84.
Effect size tables in Cohen (1988, p. 315) produce the same
result for a = .05, VI = 3, n= 16, and j = 1.79/-)16 = 0.447.
The power solution is depicted in Figure I, which plots
the probability density functions of the corresponding F
and F' distributions. The critical value, Fa(3,60) = 2.758,
cuts off a= .05 in the upper tail of the F distribution and
1 - {3 "'" .84 in the upper tail of the F' distribution.

Tabled values of 1 - {3 are based on exact solutions to
the integral of F'. A series representation of the cumu
lative distribution function ofF (Reeve, 1986, p. 1) can
be used to find exact areas under the F, F', and F" dis
tributions:

Fy(x) =f fAiB/(u,~+i,!l+ j). (I)
i;Oj;O 2 2

Fy(x) is the area to the left ofF= X in the distribution, u =

VIX/(VIX + v2) is the value ofFtransformed to a beta vari
able, and/(u, a, b) is the distribution function ofthe beta
variable (also called the incomplete beta ratio). The Pois
son probabilities, Ai and Bj , are given by

( ~IJe-
A1/2

( ~2re-
A2 /2

A = andB =---'--------'-----
I r(i+l) , ) r(j+l)

where Al and 1.2 are the noncentrality parameters for the
numerator and denominator chi-square variables ofthe F
ratio. Since these expressions can be evaluated for Al 2:

oand 1.2 2: 0, the series representation in Equation 1 can
be used to compute the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of F, F', or F".

Evaluation ofEquation 1 requires subroutines to calcu
late the gamma function T() and the incomplete beta ratio
10. Indices for summing the Poisson probabilities also
have to be determined since, for computational purposes,
the infinite series must be truncated. FORTRAN subrou
tines written by Reeve (1986) while at the National Bu
reau of Standards (now the National Institute of Science
and Technology) were designed to do this. Reeve notes
that, by selecting values for /', I", J', and J" that result in

r J"

L Ai ~ 1- e and L Bj ~ 1- £,
i;J' 2 i;J' 2

e serves as an absolute error bound on Fy(x), with sbeing
specified by the researcher as the maximum tolerable error
in the solution. The CDF ofF, F', or F" can therefore be
computed with an accuracy that is limited only by the
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Figure 1. Probability density functions for central (I\. =0) and noncentral (I\. = 12.8) F distributions
with 3 and 60 df. The power of the F test is shown on the basis of the a = .05 critical value, Fa (3,60) =
2.758.

available machine precision. To reduce computation time,
recurrence relations (Abramowitz & Stegun, 1964, p. 944)
are used to limit the number of direct evaluations of the
beta CDF.These algorithms may be used to evaluate Equa
tion 1 for the example in Figure 1. The parameters input
to Reeve's (1986) program are F' = Fa = 2.758, VI = 3,
Vz= 60, Al = 12.8, and Az = O. The exact solution output
by the program, rounded to four places, is P(F' ::::; 2.758) =
{3= .1601. The power is therefore 1 - {3= .8399. This fig
ure agrees with the value obtained earlier by interpola
tion in tables and charts of noncentral F.

Reeve's (1986) algorithms yield up to 12 digits ofac
curacy in the computed CDF ofF'. However, converging
on a solution for e::::; 10-IZcan require significant amounts
of processing and memory, particularly for large values
of Al and Az. Approximations to F' are computationally
simpler and potentially more efficient in code size and
execution time than exact solutions." These advantages
must be weighed against the loss in accuracy that ac
companies the use ofan approximation. In order to make
an informed decision regarding this tradeoff, it is neces
sary to consider both the overall accuracy and the worst
case performance of the approximation. Below, we re
view four commonly employed approximations to F' and
assess the accuracy of each with respect to the example
in Figure 1.

Approximations to Noncentral F
Algorithms for approximating the CDF of F' generally

fall into one of two categories. Moment approximations
transform the F' distribution into a central F distribution
(F*) with equivalent (lower order) moments, thus allow
ing the use of published tables, charts, or computer sub-

routines to obtain the desired areas. Normal approxima
tions are based on the fact that certain functions of the
numerator and denominator XZ variables transform F' to
a standard normal deviate, z",Areas are determined by ref
erencing tables of the standard normal distribution. For
example, to compute power, F' = Fa is transformed to
either F* or z", and the area to the right is obtained from
tables of the central F or standard normal distribution. The
CDF ofF' is obtained by transforming F' to F* or z* and
finding the area to the left of the transformed value. Ex
amples of moment and normal approximations are con
sidered next.

1\vo-momentapproximation. Patnaik (1949, p. 221)
developed an approximation based on fitting an F distri
bution with the exact first two moments of the F' distri
bution ofinterest. The first and second moments ofF and
F' are given by:

m -~1- ,
Vz -2

v;(v~ +2vl)mz= ,
(vz -2)(vz -4)v~

, VZ(Vl+A)ml= ,
(vz-2)v,

z
m;= Vz Z[(VI+A)Z+2(VI+2A)].

(vz -2)(vz -4)v,

Comparing m, and m~ shows that the noncentral F distri
bution is shifted to the right ofa corresponding central F
distribution by a factor of k = (VI + A)/V,. If we wish to
employ a central F distribution to approximate F', the
transformation F'/k scales the distribution accordingly.



Note that k is obtained by equating the first moments as
follows:

m~ V2(vI+A.) V2
-=ml; =--.
k k(v2 -2)vI v2-2

Solving for k verifies that k = (v j + A.)/vj. To equate the
second moments, a modified numerator df, VI*, is se
lected such that:

m~ -m .
k 2 - 2'

2 V~ 2 [(Vj +A.)2 +2(Vj +2A.)]
k (V2 -2)(v2 -4)vI

V2(V*2+2v*)
2 I 1

*2 .
(V2 -2)(V2 -4)vI

Substituting for k and solving for vt gives vt = (VI +
A.)2/(vI + 2A.). Hence, the two-moment approximation ap
proximates the noncentral F distribution F(v j,V2;A.) by a
central F distribution, F *(vt,v2),where

{
F* = F' ;k = (vI + A.) ;v~ = (vI + A.)2}. (2)

k vj vj+2A.

For the example in Figure 1 (VI = 3, v2= 60, A.=12.8) the
scaling constant is k = (3 + 12.8)/3= 5.2667 and the mod
ifiednumeratordjis v; = (3 + 12.8)2/[3 + 2(12.8)] = 8.728.
To obtain the power of the test, we transform the critical
value F' = Fa = 2.758 to F* = F'lk = 2.758/5.2667 =

0.5237. Power is the probability that F*(8.728,60) 2:

0.5237. Using an algorithm from O'Grady (1981) to cal
culate the upper tail area of central F, we find 1 - f3 =

.8472. The difference between this and the exact value (of

.8399) obtained using Equation 1 is approximation error.
Three-moment approximation. Tiku (1965, p. 425)

developed an approximation based on fitting an F distri
bution with the exact first three moments ofF'. A mod
ified numerator df, vt, is employed in conjunction with
the transformation F* = (F' + c)lh. Equating the first
three moments, the equations for F *, vt, h, and care
found to be

where

H =2(v j +A.)3 +3(v l +A.)(vi +2A.)(v2 -2)

+(v j +3A.)(v2 _2)2,

K = (v, +A.)2 +(v2 -2)(v j +2A.),

and
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As above, the noncentral F distribution F( VI' V2;A.) is ap
proximated by a central F distribution, F*( vt, v2). For the
example in Figure 1, vt = 14.01, h =6.423, andc= 1.196.
To compute power, we transform F' = Fa = 2.758 to F* =
(F' + c)lh = (2.758 + 1.196)/6.423 = 0.6156. Referencing
a central F distribution, the probability that F( 14.01,60) 2:

0.6156 is 1 - {3 = .8417. This value is somewhat more
accurate than the solution provided by the two-moment
approximation. This follows- from the fact that the three
moment approximation takes into account the skew of the
F'distribution.

Square root normal approximation. Patnaik (1949,
p. 208) notes that Fisher's transformation may be used to
approximate a central chi-square distribution, X2(v). For
v> 30, the transformed variable ..,J(2X2) is distributed as
a normal variate with mean ..,J(2v-I) and unit variance.
Patnaik (p. 209) developed a similar approximation for the
noncentral chi-square distribution, X'2( v), by showing that
the transformed variable ..,J(2X'2) approaches a normal
distribution with mean ..,J{2(v+ A.) - (v+ 2A.)/(v+ A.)}
and variance (v +n)/( V + A.). Laubscher (1960, p. 1109)
used these results to develop a square root approxima
tion for the noncentral F distribution. Let Y = ..,J(2X?)
and X = ..,J(2xl) be the normalizing transformations for
the noncentral and central chi-square variables of an F'
ratio with VI and v2 df Then the variable V = YIX is the
ratio of two independent normal random variables. A
theorem due to Fieller (1932) states that, if X and Yare
normally and independently distributed with means J1x
and J1y and standard deviations ax and ay, then

* (J1xV - J1y )z =-"---"----'---~-

(aiV2+at)1I2

is approximately normally distributed with zero mean and
unit variance. Note that

c:-;)2,2 r::72 I ( ,2 I ) f!'
v=L=~= 1& = I VI XI VI = ~.

X ~2X~ ~X~ ~V2(X~2/v2) V2

Substituting for V, J1x, J1Y' a}, and a y2 in the equation
for z" gives Laubscher's square root approximation:

I I

(
2V2 -1) VjF')2 -(2(VI+A.)- v j +n)2

* ~ ~+A.
z = ~)

I

(
VjF ' + VI +2A.)2

v2 vj + A.

Equation 4 transforms F' to a standard normal deviate, and
a table of the standard normal distribution is employed to
determine the area to the left or right ofz", For the exam
ple in Figure 1, F' = Fa = 2.758 converts to z" = -1.008.
An algorithm from Abramowitz and Stegun (1964, p. 932,
Equation 26.2.17) shows that the area to the right of this
z is 1 - {3= .8433.

Cube root normal approximation. Severo and Zelen
(1960, p. 416) and Laubscher (1960, p. 1111) derive a
cube root approximation using Y = [X?I( VI + A.)]l/3 and
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Table I
Results of Early Investigations ofthe Accuracy of Several Approximations to the

Noncentral F Distribution: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Maximum Positive Error (MPE),
Maximum Negative Error-(MNE), and Number of Cases Investigated (N)

Laubscher (1960) Tiku (1965) Tiku (1966)

cosh-I Square Root Cube Root Two-Moment Three-Moment Cube Root Two-Moment Three-Moment

MAE .02133 .00217 .00283 .00267 .00038 .002867 .000973 .000141
MPE .078 .008 .007 .007 .000 .0092 .0078 .0013
MNE -.020 -.005 -.007 -.007 -.001 -.0141 -.0100 -.0017
N 24 24 24 24 24 144 144 120

(5)

x = (xi1v2) 113 as the normalizing transformations for the
noncentral and central chi-square variables ofthe F' ratio.
Following the same general procedure as the derivation of
the square root approximation, Laubscher shows that

I (2 v]F' '3 1 2(vl +2A). (1-~)(0) - -9(V
1+A)2)

z = [ 2 ]1- 2
2 v]F' 3 2(v] +2A)

(9vJ(0) + (9(V
I
+A)2)

is approximately normally distributed with zero mean and
unit variance. With respect to Figure 1, F' = Fa = 2.758
transforms to z" = -1.0273, and the corresponding power
is 1 - /3= .8479.

Other approximations. The four approximations re
viewed above yield errors (approximate - exact power)
of .0073, .0018, .0034, and .0080 for the example in Fig
ure I. The three-moment approximation is most accurate,
followed by the square root, two-moment, and cube root
approximations. Other approximations to noncentral F
have been proposed, such as the cosh-] (Laubscher,
1960), log (Barton, David, & O'Neill, 1960), Pearson S;
(Tiku, 1966), Tiku series expansion (Tiku, 1966), and
four-moment approximations (Tiku & Yip, 1977). (See
also Johnson & Kotz, 1970, pp. 194-196.) These approx
imations are either less accurate or more difficult to com
pute than the approximations reviewed above and will not
be considered further.

Research on the Accuracy
of Approximations to F'

Patnaik (1949) assessed the accuracy of the two
moment approximation at a = {.O I, .05} for the following:
VI = 3, v2 = {l0, 20}, A={4, 16}; VI = 5, v2 = {10, 20}, A=
{6, 24}; and VI = 8, v2 = {l0, 30}, A={9, 36}. The result
ing 24 combinations of a, VI' v2, and Awere also used by
Laubscher (1960) to compare the accuracy of the cosh -I,

square root, and cube root approximations, by Severo and
Zelen (1960) to investigate the cube root approximation,
and by Tiku (1965) to compare the two-moment and three
moment approximations. In a subsequent investigation,
Tiku (1966) compared the accuracy of the two-moment,
three-moment, and cube root approximations (as well as
Pearson's S; approximation and Tiku's series expansion).
Comparisons were made for the 144 combinations ob-

tained by crossing a= {.Ol, .05}, VI = {3, 8,15, 30}, v2 =
{2, 6, 12,20, 30, 60}, and ¢ = {0.5, 1.0, 2.0}. Patnaik
(1949), Laubscher (1960), Severo and Zelen (1960), and
Tiku (1965) computed solutions to three places, whereas
Tiku (1966) computed solutions to four places. Each au
thor displayed the approximation errors (approximate 
exact) in tables, but no summary statistics were reported.
To facilitate comparison, we determined the mean absolute
error (MAE), maximum positive error (MPE), and maxi
mum negative error (MNE) for each of the approximations
investigated in the studies. The results are presented in
Table 1.Note that Severo and Zelen's (1960) results for the
cube root approximation are not included in the table be
cause these same values are available from Laubscher. Like
wise, Patnaik's error values for the two-moment approxi
mation are not included, because these values were also
computed by Tiku (1965) and our checks show that Tiku's
solutions are more accurate. Finally, although Tiku (1965)
included six additional cases in his table (for a total ofN =

30), these are not analyzed in Table 1 in order to permit
comparison with Laubscher's results.>

The mean absolute errors in Table I reflect the same
rank order as demonstrated for the example in Figure 1.
Taken together, the Laubscher (1960) and Tiku (1965)
studies show that the order (from most to least accurate)
is: (I) three-moment, (2) square root, (3) two-moment,
(4) cube root, and (5) cosh-I. (The cosh-I approximation
is included to illustrate a relatively poor approximation.)
Tiku's (1966) more extensive investigation confirms the
relative accuracy of the three-moment, two-moment, and
cube root approximations. Examination ofthe MAE, MPE,
and MNE trends shows that the three-moment approxima
tion is substantially more accurate than the two-moment,
square root, and cube root approximations. Not surpris
ingly, Tiku's (1966) study, which investigated a larger
number of cases (N = 144 vs. N = 24) over a wider range
of parameter values (VI' v2, ¢), found larger maximum
errors of approximation. This suggests that the accuracy
of the approximations should be examined over a much
wider range ofparameter values than has been done so far,
in order to assess the largest errors that can arise.

Although permitting comparisons ofoverall accuracy,
Table I does not show the relationship between the errors
of approximation and the parameters a, VI' v2, and A(or
¢). Examination of the error trends in Tiku's tables
(1966, pp. 608-609) shows that the two-moment and
three-moment approximations decrease in accuracy with



decreases in VI and, less consistently, with increases in v2.

The trends for the cube root approximation are not well
defined, although there is a substantial drop in accuracy
at very small values of v2. For all three approximations,
errors tend to be larger at a = .05 than at a = .01 and to
be nonmonotonically related to cp. Subsequent work by
Pearson and Tiku (1970, Table 1, p. 178) on the three
moment approximation examined the differences in the
moment ratio, /32 = Pill}, of the true and approximated
distributions for VI = {1(1)6(2) 12, 15, oo}, v2 = 40, and
cp = {0.5, 1(1)3 }. Since the three-moment approximation
only ensures that the moment ratio /31 = P32/P23 is cor
rect, differences in /32 provide an index of the approxi
mation error caused by fitting only the first three (as op
posed to four) moments. Pearson and Tiku's results show
that the values of /32 for the true and approximated dis
tributions converge as VI increases, and this accounts for
the increasing accuracy of the three-moment approxima
tion with increases in VI (Tiku, 1966). The relationship
between /32 error and cp is nonmonotonic, with error ris
ing to a peak at cp '" 1.0 and then falling again.s

Woodward and Overall (1976) investigated the accu
racy of the cube root and two-moment approximations.
Power values for the cube root approximation were as
sessed at a = {.01, .05} for the 2,090 combinations of
VI = {2(2)30, 40, 60,120, oo}, v2 = {1(1)IO, 12}, and cp=
{0.5, 1(0.2)2.2,2.6, 3.0}. Exact values were obtained
from Tiku (1967). The mean absolute error of the cube
root approximation was .0033. This value is larger than
those shown in Table 1 for the Laubscher (1960) and Tiku
(1966) studies, which once again reinforces the need to
examine a broad range of parameter values. For the two
moment approximation, the same 24 cases investigated
by Patnaik (1949) were used. The mean absolute error of
approximation was .0027, and the authors note that this
compares to a value of .0025 for Patnaik's original data.
(Note that six ofPatnaik's approximation errors disagree
with those computed by Tiku [1965], and the latter
source yields a mean absolute error [see Table 1] of
.00267.) Woodward and Overall do not report maximum
positive and negative approximation errors, measures of
dispersion, or other information that would indicate the
performance of the approximations in the worst-case
scenario. There is also no attempt to indicate the relation
ships between approximation error and a, VI' v2, and cp.
Finally, although this investigation does extend quite
considerably the range of parameters investigated, the
use of only two a levels continues a limitation inherent
in all previous studies.

Rotton and Schonemann (1978) employed a combina
tion of the three-moment and cube root approximations
to compute power for a fairly extensive set ofpower tables.
Where comparisons with exact values were possible,
they report a maximum error of - .013, and a mean ab
solute error of .003. The latter value is consistent with the
value reported by Woodward and Overall (1976) for the
cube root approximation.
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In his original research on the topic, Laubscher (1960)
expressed some surprise that the square root approxima
tion, which is based on Fisher's transformation, ;/(2X2 ) ,

proved to be more accurate than the cube root approxi
mation, which is based on the superior Wilson-Hilferty
transformation, (x2/V)113. Fowler (1984) suggested that
the greater accuracy of the square root approximation
was due to the specific parameter combinations selected
by Laubscher. In particular, the values ofAused by Laub
scher correspond to effect sizes that are much larger than
those typically encountered in the social sciences. The
smallest effect size in Laubscher's set was f = .408, which
constitutes a "large" effect by Cohen's (1988) criteria. In
an attempt to sample more representative values, Fowler
compared the accuracy of the square root and cube root
approximations at a= {.50, .30, .20, .10, .05, .Ol}, VI =
{1(1)6, 8, 12, 24}, v2 = {6(2)30, 40, 60, 120, 200}, and
f = {0.1, 0.25, 0.4}. The results indicated that the cube
root approximation was more accurate than the square
root approximation at conventional a levels (.01 and .05),
except for large effect sizes and large v2• The cube root
approximation was also superior, with certain exceptions,
at a= {.l0, .20, .30, .50}.

Cohen and Nee (1987) compared the accuracy of the
square root and cube root approximations for parameter
values representative of those arising when computing
the power of Rao's F test on R2y x in set correlation
analysis. The authors note that set correlation applica
tions are generally associated with larger values of Aand
v2 than are multiple regression and analysis of variance
applications. Also, since VI = kykX (where kyand kx are
the number ofvariables in each set), the numerator djfor
the F test will often exceed those provided in power ta
bles. Tiku's tables (1967), for example, only go to VI =
12. For these reasons, Cohen and Nee felt that the ques
tion of the relative accuracy of the square root and cube
root approximations should be considered anew. The
cases examined by Cohen and Nee were based on gener
ating samples of n = {30, 60, 120, 240} observations
from 97 correlation matrices having different values of
R2y x and different partitions ofk yand kx. The Rao F test
was evaluated at a= {.01, .05}. These parametric varia
tions gave rise to 521 distinct cases, with a mean R2y x
of .1679 and a mean j2 of 0.0914. For each case, power
was estimated by empirical simulation (N = 1,000 datasets
each) and then compared to the values produced by the
square root and cube root approximations. The results
showed that the MAE for the square root and cube root
approximations was .0103 and .0105, respectively. These
values seem large in comparison to those reported in
Table 1 and by other researchers. However, since the ap
proximation errors are influenced by sampling error in
the empirical power estimates on which the differences
are based, as well as by the inherent error in the approx
imations, they overestimate the true approximation error.
In fact, the sampling error in the empirical proportion of
significant Fs is probably larger than the inherent error
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in the approximations. If the proportion ofsignificant Fs
is p = .5, for example, the standard error of the propor
tion is Sp = --J(p(1 - p)/N) = --J[ .5(1 - .5)11 ,000] = .0 I58.
Or, to consider a less extreme example (in terms ofvari
ability), ifp = .05, Sp = .0069. In either case, the sam
pling error in the empirical power estimate may very
well exceed the inherent error in the square root and cube
root approximations. Hence, assessments ofthe accuracy
ofthe two, based on empirical power estimates, are of lim
ited utility.

Fortunately, Cohen and Nee (1987) were able to use
Tiku's (1967) power tables to determine exact power for
a subset of 205 of the 521 cases (those where VI = 6).
The mean absolute error of the square root and cube root
approximations for this subset was .0025 and .0052, re
spectively.? The substantially smaller MAEs obtained for
the subset suggest that the results based on empirical
power estimates (above) should be regarded with caution.
Note that the subset MAEs are generally in line with
those in Table 1 and with the MAE of "".003 reported by
Woodward and Overall (1976) and Rotton and Schone
mann (1978) for the cube root approximation. However,
the higher MAE obtained for the cube root approxima
tion in the Cohen and Nee study (.0052) suggests that the
performance ofthis approximation does degrade a bit for
the larger values of Aand v2 that characterize set corre
lation analyses.

Severalobservations follow from the preceding research
review. First, no researcher has explicitly compared the
accuracy ofall four approximations (two-moment, three
moment, square root, cube root) in the same study. Tenta
tive inferences as to the relative accuracy of the four ap
proximations must therefore be made across studies that
employ different ranges ofparameters or that investigate
only a limited number ofcases. Second, previous research
indicates that, as the number ofcases and the range ofpa
rameter values increases, so does the maximum approx
imation error. To determine the worst-case performance
of the approximations requires a larger scale study than
has been attempted so far. Third, many researchers have
avoided testing the algorithms at very small values of Vb

such as v2 = {2, 4}, either because such values are con
sidered unrealistic, or because the mathematical deriva
tion of the approximation implies that it is not valid for
these cases. However, ifan approximation is computable
(in a purely mechanical sense) for small values of v2' we
would argue that it is important to assess its accuracy at
these values as well (even though adequate mathematical
justification may be lacking). Finally, the large majority
of studies have examined the performance of the ap
proximations only at the a= .01 and .05 levels of signif
icance. A few have examined values of ex out to .50 but
no further. This oversight is unfortunate, because one po
tential use of the approximations is to compute the CDF
of F' over its entire range, including values in the lower
tail of the F' distribution. The accuracy of the approxima
tions for lower tail values ofF' can be evaluated if large
values of ex (such as ex = .90) are included in the study.

This will produce small (lower tail) values of Fa' and
these, in turn, will fall in the far left tail of the F' distri
bution. If the accuracy of the approximation degrades
substantially in this situation, the use of the approxima
tion may have to be limited to power (or upper tail CDF)
computations.

The purpose of the two investigations reported below
is to compare the accuracy of the two-moment, three
moment, square root, and cube root approximations over
a wide range ofparameter values, including large values
of ex. This will permit assessment of the worst-case per
formance of the approximations. On the basis ofprevious
research (Tiku, 1965, 1966), we anticipate that the three
moment approximation will prove to be the most accurate
approximation. In addition, we expect that the square root
and cube root approximations will yield fairly similar
levels of overall accuracy. From Tiku's (1966) work, we
would also predict that approximation accuracy will de
crease systematically with decreases in VI' at least for the
two-moment and three-moment approximations. A weak
tendency for accuracy to decrease with increases in v2 is
also expected, with the exception that the square root and
cube root approximations should perform poorly at very
small values of v2• Finally, approximation error should
vary nonmonotonically with increases in </>. This follows
from Pearson and Tiku's (1970) research on the three
moment approximation and from the trends in Tiku's
(1966) data for the two-moment and cube root approxi
mations.

METHOD

Two separate investigations were conducted. Investi
gation 1 determined the accuracy of the two-moment,
three-moment, square root, and cube root approximations
for values of a that are commonly employed in signifi
cance testing: ex= .005-.05. Investigation 2 explored the
accuracy of these same approximations for ex= .10-.90.

Investigation 1: a= .005-.05
The specific ex values selected for Investigation 1, as

well as the values chosen for VI' v2' and </>, were dictated
by the availability of tables ofexact values of [3 (or 1 - [3)
against which to compare the estimates provided by the
approximations. Although several sources are available
(Lachenbruch, 1966; Lehmer, 1944; Patnaik, 1949; Tang,
1938), the tables published by Tiku (1967, pp. 527-537)
are probably the most extensive set ofpower tables com
piled for the noncentral F distribution. Tiku computed
Type II error probabilities ([3)accurate to four places for
the following parameters: VI = {1(1)10, l2}; v2 = {2(2)
30,40,60, l20}; ex= {.005, .01, .025, .05}; and </>= {0.5,
1.0(0.2)2.2, 3.0}. This represents a total of 11 X 18 X 4
X 10 = 7,920 different values of [3 for use in testing the
approximations. The large number of tabled values, as
well as the four-place accuracy of the entries, were the
primary considerations favoring the use ofTiku's (1967)
tables as benchmarks.



Inspection of Equation 3 showsthat division by zero will
occur for the three-moment approximation when comput
ing the constant c for a denominator dfof v2 = 2. In order
to avoid this, and to avoid missing values in the final data
base, we decided to employ the two-moment approxima
tion as a stand-in for the three-moment approximation
whenever v2 = 2. Consequently, the three-moment ap
proximation investigated in the present study is a com
bination algorithm. Since the two-moment approximation
is generally less accurate than the three-moment approx
imation (Table 1), this should serve to provide slightly con
servative estimates of the overall accuracy of the latter.
(The unique characteristics ofthe three-moment approx
imation can still be assessed, however, simply by exam
ining plots ofapproximation error in which v2 is included
as a parameter in the plot.)

The first step in the present investigation required the
entire contents ofTiku's (1967) tables to be manually en
tered into a computer database.f Each of the 7,920 rows
of the database stored the values of VI' v2, a, ¢J, and {3 for
a particular combination. The order of entry followed
Tiku's tables, cycling first through the levels of ¢J, and then
through the levels of v2, VI' and a (in that order). While
compiling the Tiku database, several apparent errors in
the values of {3 were detected. For example, for a = .005,
VI = 3, and ¢J = 1.2, the values in Tiku's table for v2 = 22,
24,26, and 28 are {3=.8714, .8867, .8825, and .8588, re
spectively. Since {3 should decrease monotonically with
increases in v2, something is clearly wrong with this se
quence. Inspection of adjacent columns in the table, as well
as checks using interpolation, suggested that the sequence
should be .8714, .8267, .8225, and .8588. Apparently, a
typesetting error occurred in the second digit of the mid
dle two valuesofthe sequence,producingan "8" rather than
a "6." Another nonmonotonic pattern occurred for a= .01,
VI = 3, and ¢J = 1.8: The values in Tiku's table for v2 = 8,
10,and 12are {3 = .6835, .5234, and .5776, respectively.In
terpolation shows that the middle value in this sequence
should be {3= .2234. Careful examination ofTiku's table
revealed two other nonmonotonic trends in the values of
{3, each of which was consistent with the hypothesis of a
typesetting error: either of a single digit being mistyped
(e.g., 8 vs. 9), or ofieft-right inversions ofadjacent digits
(e.g., 86 vs. 68). If such errors were to remain uncorrected,
"spurious" errors of approximation would arise, biasing
the results. Consequently, the "correct" values of f3-that
is, those obtained assuming a typesetting error and veri
fied using interpolation-were substituted for the origi
nal (incorrect) values in the Tiku database.

To assess the accuracy of the four algorithms, the sta
tistical package DATASIM (Bradley, 1988, 1991b) was
modified to compute power using the two-moment,
three-moment, square root, and cube root approxima
tions.? Each approximation requires that the critical
value, Fa' be passed as an input parameter to the corre
sponding subroutine. In addition, the two-moment and
three-moment approximations require computation ofp
levels for central F, and the square root and cube root ap-
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proximations require p-levels for the standard normal
distribution. Since DATASIM employs highly accurate
algorithms (O'Grady, 1981) for computing critical val
ues and p-levels of the F distribution, as well as an algo
rithm (Abramowitz & Stegun, 1964, p. 932, Equation
26.2.17) for computing the upper tail area of z, it was not
necessary to code these subroutines separately. A cus
tomized command, POWF,was added to DATASIMthat
permitted the computation of power in Investigation 1 to
be done in batch mode-that is, by reading the param
eters from an input file and writing the results to an out
put file. A modified version of the Tiku database, which
replaced the values of ¢J with the corresponding values of
A, served as the input file for the POWF command. 10 En
tering POWF, followed by the name of the input file,
caused DATASIMto do the following: (1) read the values
of VI' v2' a, A, and {3 from the first row of the input file;
(2) compute the exact power, 1 - {3Tiku, from {3; (3) com
pute the approximate power for each of the four algo
rithms; (4) concatenate the input and output values and
write the resulting string to an output file; and (5) repeat
this procedure until all 7,920 rows of the input file had
been processed. Using the relation ¢J = .)[N(VI + 1)], val
ues of ¢J were computed and inserted into the output file
between a and A. (This was done so that subsequent analy
ses and plots could be performed as a function of either
¢J or A.)After this, each row of the output file contained
values for the following: VI' v2' a, ¢J, I., {3, 1 - {3Tiku, 1 
{32-mom, 1 - {33-mom, 1 - {3sqrt, 1 - {3cube.

Finally, the output file was loaded into DATASIM,and
the differences between the approximate power and
Tiku's exact power were computed for each of the four
algorithms. The difference scores were stored in four ad
ditional columns joined to the right side of the database,
and the results were saved in a file. This file constituted
the augmented database-that is, the original database
from Tiku, plus the approximate power and difference
columns computed by DATASIM. The entire database
contained 7,920 X 15 = 118,800 entries and required ap
proximately 1 MB of storage on disk.

In preliminary analyses of the data, the approximation
errors were plotted as a function of VI' v2' a, ¢J, or A,. It
was found that the errors varied systematically with the
values of the parameters. However, there were several
cases where one or more data points plotted as outliers
with respect to otherwise systematic trends. Consider
Figure 2, which plots the errors ofapproximation for the
three-moment algorithm as a function of VI' A number of
outliers are apparent, such as those at VI = 4 and VI = 7,
which represent exceptions to the trend for errors to de
crease systematically with increases in VI' When we ex
amined the associated values of {3 in Tiku's tables, they
appeared to be incorrect. Comparing the "suspect" values
of {3 to values obtained by interpolation showed that the
former were not properly spaced within the interval cre
ated by the adjacent values in the table. For example, for
the combination a = .025, VI = 7, and ¢J = 1.8, the tabled
values for v2 = 8, 10, and 12 are {3 = .4430, .3655, and
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Figure 2. The 7,920 errors of approximation for the three-moment approximation plotted
as a function of VI" The outliers in the plot suggest possible errors in Tiku's (1967) exact val
ues of f3•

.2949, respectively. Interpolation reveals that the middle
value in the sequence should be about .3565, which sug
gests an inversion error for the middle two digits. This
error represents a difference of .3655 - .3565 = .009, and
accounts for the outlier seen at Vj = 7 in Figure 2.

The newly discovered errors in the Tiku database were
corrected, the approximation errors recomputed, and the
corrected (augmented) database once again subjected to
a preliminary analysis. Although the previous outliers
were now no longer present in the plots, the greater de
tail resulting from the reduced range on they-axis revealed
new (previously undetected) outliers. It soon became ap
parent that, for each set of outliers corrected, additional
outliers were sure to appear in subsequent (rescaled)
plots of the errors ofapproximation. These recurring er
rors in the values of,Bbrought the integrity ofTiku's tables
into question. It was not possible to continue Investiga
tion 1until the integrity ofthe database could be ensured. I I

This necessitated a briefdigression from Investigation 1,
as detailed next.

Given questions about the integrity ofTiku's tables, an
attempt was made to obtain additional tables of,Bfor use
in correcting the "suspect" values in Tiku. Cohen (1988,
p. 551) refers to an unpublished computer print-out enti
tled Tables ofPower Points ofAnalysis ofVariance Tests,
developed at the National Bureau of Standards (now the
National Institute ofStandards and Technology). Queries
to this organization succeeded in locating the needed ta
bles, but, since they tabled the percentile points (x) ofthe
non central F rather than ,B, they were not useful for
checking Tiku's tables. As it turned out, however, an even

better solution was available. In 1986, Charles Reeve of
the Statistical Engineering Division of NBS published
an internal report (N-86-4) describing a program for com
puting the cumulative distribution function of the dou
bly noncentral F to a specified accuracy (Reeve, 1986).
The algorithms employed by the program, described in
the introduction, are capable of computing ,Baccurate to
12 digits. A copy of the program was obtained from the
author and used to compute the 7,920 values of,B in Tiku's
tables. Once the accuracy of the program had been veri
fied, the values of,Bgenerated by the program were sub
stituted for those values of,B in Tiku's tables that appeared
to be inaccurate on the basis of outlier analysis (and con
firmed by interpolation). The specific substitutions are
shown in Table 2: The column labeled ,BTiku shows the
original (incorrect) values from Tiku's tables, the column

Table 2
Corrections of Typesetting Errors

in the Original Tiku (1967) Database

VI v2 a I/J e-: f3Reeve

1 60 .005 1.0 .924Q .9242
3 24 .005 1.2 .8£67 .8267
3 26 .005 1.2 .8£25 .8225

12 10 .005 1.0 .943Q .9432
3 10 .010 1.8 .,2234 .2234
6 20 .025 0.5 .9378 .9387
6 22 .025 2.0 .0932 .0943
7 10 .025 1.8 .3655 .3565
9 20 .025 1.8 .1133 .1.3.33
8 4 .050 0.5 .9274 .9247
9 28 .050 1.6 .1110 .11QO

12 30 .050 3.0 .9000 .0000
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Table 3
Overall Accuracy of the Approximations for Investigation 1 (a = .005-.05) and

Investigation 2 (a= .005-.90): Mean Error (ME), Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
Maximum Positive Error (MPE), and Maximum Negative Error (MNE)

Approximation

Investigation Two-Moment Three-Moment Square Root Cube Root

a= .005-.05
(N= 7,920)

a= .005-.90
(N=25740)

a= .005-.90
VI> I, v2 > 2
(N=22,100)

ME
MAE
MPE
MNE
ME
MAE
MPE
MNE
ME
MAE
MPE
MNE

-.000690
.002537
.018295

-.018677
.002199
.003355
.054433

-.018677
.001378
.002344
.024864

-.013788

.000197 .002733

.000398 .004856

.008531 .053673
- .003050 - .021881
-.000354 .000992

.001289 .003272

.046029 .053673
- .089215 - .089724
-.000143 .000278

.000584 .001990

.010008 .025131
- .019507 - .036083

-.000329
.003132
.018574

-.018302
.002143
.003414
.047479

-.018302
.001339
.002346
.023191

-.013652

labeled f3 Reeve shows the exact values computed by
Reeve's program that were substituted in the database,
and the underlined digits in the two columns identify the
presumed typesetting errors.

The present investigators confess to having some con
cern that a table of exact values has errors. Before being
critical of Tiku (1967), however, note that the 12 type
setting errors documented in Table 2 represent an error
rate of only 1.5 errors per 1,000 entries, which is very low.
This error rate should be considered in the context of the
present investigators' performance: Since the computer
database was compiled by manually entering the 7,920
values of f3 from Tiku's tables, we can use the data entry
errors made when creating that database as a baseline for
comparison.l- Coincidentally, we discovered 12 data entry
errors in our own database. The errors showed the same
patterns as those illustrated in Table 2-that is, single
digit errors and two-digit inversions. Tiku (1972) subse
quently published corrections to his original power tables,
but only 5 of the 12 errors noted in Table 2 were cor
rected in that publication: those in rows 1,4, 7, 8, and 11.

The typesetting corrections and data entry corrections
noted above resulted in a final version of the Tiku data
base that is, one hopes, error free. 13 Investigation 1 was
conducted one last time, using the corrected database as
the input file. The POWF command produced an updated
output file, which was subsequently augmented with dif
ference columns, as described above.

Investigation 2: a= .10-.90
The fortuitous discovery of Reeve's (1986) program

made possible Investigation 2, since it was now possible
to generate exact values ofpower to compare with those
produced by the four approximations. 14 The combina
tions of parameters investigated in this case were: VI =

{1(1)10, 12}; Vz = {2(2)30, 40,60, 120}; a= {.10(.10)
.90}; and l/J= {0.5, 1.0(0.2)2.2, 3.0}. Except for a, these
are the same parameters as those employed in Investiga
tion 1. Creating a Tiku-style database for the input file
for Investigation 2 was simplified by the existence of the

Tiku database for Investigation 1. The combinations of
parameters for a= .005 (VI' vz, l/J) were copied into a new
file, and the values for a changed from .005 to .10, using
the search/change capability of a word processor. This
process was repeated eight more times, and the values of
a edited accordingly (.20-.90). In addition to saving
time, this approach ensured that no data entry errors
would occur in creating the new database.

The next step was to append the exact values of f3 to
this database. Reeve (1986) developed a specially cus
tomized version of his program that could read the dis
tribution parameters from an input file, compute the ex
act solution, and write the results to an output file.t>
DATASIM's POWF command was used to read this file
and produce another output file with the four approxi
mate powers appended to the right side. That file was in
turn augmented by adding the four difference columns.
The augmented database for Investigation 2 therefore
had precisely the same structure as that of Investiga
tion 1. For each of the nine a levels, there were 11 X 18
X 10 = 1,980 combinations of Vb vz, and l/J. Conse
quently, the database contained 9 X 1,980 = 17,820 rows
overall and a total of 17,820 X 15 = 267,300 entries.
This occupied approximately 2 MB of storage on disk.

Since the maximum error of approximation over the
entire range of a levels was of primary interest, it was de
cided to make Investigation 2 inclusive of the results of
Investigation 1. This was accomplished by joining the
two augmented databases into one master database (a =
.005-.90). The resulting file contained 25,740 rows and
386,100 entries and occupied approximately 3 MB of disk
storage.

RESULTS

As in previous studies, the basic unit of analysis was
the difference between the approximate and exact power
(approximate - exact). Four measures of accuracy were
computed, using the difference scores. The first measure
was simply the mean error (ME) of the approximation.
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Figure 3. Error magnitude as a function of a and approximation method.

This measure reveals the presence of bias in the esti
mates-that is, whether the estimates are consistently
larger (positive bias) or smaller (negative bias) than the
exact values. The second measure, the MAE, provides an
index of the magnitude of the typical error without re
gard to sign. This measure is useful for comparing the
overall accuracy ofthe four approximations. The third and
fourth measures were the MPE and the MNE of the ap
proximation.ls The difference between these two mea
sures gives the range (R = MPE - MNE). If the range of
errors is small, the approximation is regarded as stable.
As used here, stability refers to the performance ofan al
gorithm in the worst-case scenario-that is, under that
combination of parameters that produces the maximum
errors ofapproximation. The most desirable approxima
tion is one that has an ME near zero (unbiased), a small
MAE (accurate), and an MPE and MNE that span a nar
row range (stable)."?

Table 3 presents the results of Investigation I (a =

.005-.05) and Investigation 2 (a= .005-.90), taken over
all possible cases for the four measures. Also shown are
the results for Investigation 2 when the analysis is re
stricted to cases having VI > I and v1 > 2. In Investiga
tion I, the three-moment approximation outperforms the
other approximations on all four measures of accuracy.

At its worst, the three-moment approximation gives two
place accuracy, in comparison with only one-place accu
racy for the remaining approximations. 18The two-moment
and cube root approximations show very similar levels
ofaccuracy, with a slight edge going to the former on the
MAE measure. The last-place ranking for the square root
approximation may seem surprising, given its second
place ranking in Table I. The reversal is due to the in
clusion of v1 = 2 in the present study, which differentially
affects the square root approximation (see below). All
four approximations show an increase in MAE, MPE, and
MNE relative to those in Table I, which reflects the con
tinuing degradation of the approximations as more ex
treme cases are added to the database.

When the database is augmented by the inclusion of
large a levels (Investigation 2), the picture changes. Al
though the three-moment approximation is still the most
accurate in terms ofMAE (.0013), it differs less from the
other approximations (MAEs '" .0033) than in Investiga
tion 1. The presence of serious degradation in the accu
racy of the three-moment approximation at large values
of a, which leads to an MNE of - .0892, is the reason.
The square root algorithm shows the same degradation,
with an MNE of -.0897. Large a levels lead to degra
dation in all four approximations on the MPE measure,
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Figure 4. Error magnitude as a function of VI and approximation method.

with MPEs ranging from .046 to .054. However, if the
analysis is restricted to cases for which VI > 1 and v2 > 2,
the maximum errors now range from - .020 to .010 and
from - .036 to .025 for the three-moment and square
root approximations, respectively.

The question naturally arises as to the particular com
binations of a, VI' v2, and I/> that give rise to the MPE and
MNE approximation errors in Table 1. Also of interest is
the precise functional relationship between the values of
the parameters and the accuracy of the approximations.
These matters are reviewed in turn for each investigation.

Investigation 1: a = .005 -.05
The purpose of Investigation 1 was to assess the per

formance of the approximations at values of a typically
encountered in significance testing. Figures 3-6 display
the approximation errors as functions of a, VI' Vb and 1/>,
respectively. 19 Each figure consists of four panels that
plot the ME (a), the MAE (b), the MPE (c), and the MNE
(d) of the approximation. Within each panel, the curves
with the open-circle, filled-circle, open-square, and
filled-square data points plot the errors for the two-mo
ment, three-moment, square root, and cube root approxi
mations, respectively.-? In panels a and b, each data point
represents an average taken across all levels of the re-

maining parameters (other than the one plotted on the x
axis). In panels c and d, on the other hand, each data
point represents the maximum error (positive or nega
tive) that occurred across all levels of the remaining pa
rameters.

The relationship between a and the accuracy of ap
proximation is shown in Figure 3. The mean errors plot
ted in 3a show that the two-moment and cube root ap
proximations are negatively biased, whereas the square
root and three-moment approximations are positively bi
ased. Bias decreases with increases in a, except for the
three-moment approximation, which shows a very slight
increase. The two-moment, three-moment, and cube root
approximations show a mild increase in the MAEs (3b)
and MPEs (3c) and a mild decrease in the MNEs (3d), as
a increases. The square root approximation shows some
what stronger trends in the reverse direction: The MAEs
and MPEs decrease as a increases, whereas the MNEs
increase. Overall, the three-moment approximation pro
vides the most accurate estimates of power, with maxi
mum errors of .0085 (3c) and - .003 (3d) across the four
levels of a. The two-moment and cube root approxima
tions both exhibit maximum positive and negative errors
ofroughly ±.O18. The square root approximation is least
accurate, with maximum errors of .054 and - .022. These
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Figure 5. Error magnitude as a function of v2 and approximation method.

extreme errors are due to the algorithm'spoor performance
at v2 = 2. If this condition is excluded, the MPE and MNE
are .023 and - .020, respectively."

Figure 4 shows that approximation error varies in
versely with VI' as expected. Bias, absolute error, and
maximum positive and negative error all decrease as VI

increases. This is indicated by the error curves approach
ingy = 0 as the numerator dfgoes from VI = 1 to VI = 12.
An exception is the square root approximation, which
shows this trend only weakly. Figure 5 presents the rela
tionship between approximation error and v2. The square
root approximation shows large errors at small values of
v2' and a similar but much milder pattern occurs in the
cube root approximation. As v2 increases, the square root
and cube root approximation errors rapidly decrease in
magnitude and then start to increase again, rising steadily.
In contrast, the two-moment and three-moment approx
imation errors increase steadily throughout the range of
v2. These trends are easily seen in the error functions for
the MPE and MNE (5c and 5d). They are also present in
Figure 5b, but the scale ofthe y-axis (caused by the large
square root errors) obscures the trends. Finally, note that,
for v2 > 8, the square root approximation outperforms
the two-moment and cube root approximations. The in
ferior performance of the square root approximation in
Figures 3 and 4, relative to those of the two-moment and

cube root approximations, is therefore due to the large
errors which occur in this approximation for v2 ::::; 8.22

Figure 6 displays the errors of approximation as a
function of l/J. The trends indicate that the two-moment,
three-moment, and cube root approximations are gener
ally most accurate at low and high values of l/J, with the
errors fluctuating systematically throughout the middle
range.P Although not shown here, the approximation er
rors can also be plotted as a function of A.. The individual
trends are not as easily distinguished as those in Fig
ure 6. This is because A. is a joint function of VI and l/J.
Each of the 10 unique values of l/J in the database there
fore gives rise to 11 different values of A., 1 for each pos
sible value of VI' Adjusting for duplications that occur
when different pairs of VI and l/J generate (coincidentally)
the same value of A., this produces a total of lOX 11 
4 = 106 unique values of A. for each error curve. The
graphs therefore appear quite cluttered. Nevertheless,
they show that the mean errors and mean absolute errors
for all four approximations peak somewhere between A. =

oand A. = 20 and decline thereafter. The MPE and MNE
trends are less consistent and vary in form across the four
approximations.

Figure 7 clarifies the joint relationship between VI' v2,

and the MAE of approximation. Panels a-d plot the er
rors for the two-moment, three-moment, square root, and
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Figure 6. Error magnitude as a function of t/J and approximation method.

cube root approximations, respectively. Within each
panel, errors are plotted as a function of VI on the x-axis
and Vzas the parameter defining the different curves. To
minimize clutter, large data points are plotted only for
the Vz = 2 (open-circle) and Vz = 120 (filled-circle)
curves; small data points are employed for all curves with
4 ::5 Vz ::5 60. The trends in Figure 7 confirm the earlier
observations regarding the relationship between the er
rors ofapproximation and VI and vz.For the two-moment
and three-moment approximations, MAE increases as v j

decreases and v2 increases. These trends are quite sys
tematic and well behaved. The trends for the square root
and cube root approximations, on the other hand, are less
clear. Relatively large errors are present for small values
of vz, especially v2 = 2. These errors decrease with in
creases in Vz up to some threshold value, after which the
errors increase with additional increases in vz. A good
example of this nonmonotonic relationship is seen in
Figure 7c: As v2 goes from v2 = 2 to v2 = 10, the heights
of the error curves decrease steadily-- This trend subse
quently reverses, with the heights of the error curves ris
ing again up to that occupied by the Vz = 120 curve. Al
though the latter increase seems much less than that
observed for the two-moment approximation (7a), this is
partly an artifact caused by the different scales employed

for the y-axes. For all four approximations, therefore, it
is generally true that errors of approximation increase
with decreases in VI and increases in v2• For the square
root and cube root approximations, this generalization is
qualified by the existence of relatively large errors at
small values of v2.

Plots similar to those in Figure 7 were prepared for the
MPEs and MNEs. The MPE trends were found to be
quite similar to those in Figure 7, and the MNE trends
were essentially the mirror image of the MPE trends
(with some minor variations). A plot of the ME errors
was also made, and the trends were generally consistent
with those of Figure 7.

Investigation 2: a= .005-.90
The purpose of Investigation 2 was to assess the per

formance of the approximations when lower tail values
of F' = Fa were included for evaluation. Plots of the
trends comparable to those in Figures 3-7 were con
structed. To conserve space, we present only one of the
figures here: Figure 8 plots the approximation errors as
a function of a. Note that the figure includes the results
ofInvestigation I (a= .005-.05), as well as the new data
collected for Investigation 2 (a = .10-.90). It is evident
that large a-levels cause substantial degradation in the
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accuracy of all four approximations, at least for certain
combinations of the parameters (see below). The three
moment and square root approximations both show
MNEs of about - .089 at a = .90, and all four approxi
mations show MPEs ofroughly .045-.055 over the inter
val a = 04-.8. The three-moment approximation has the
smallest bias and MAE until a = .60 and the smallest
MPE and MNE until a = .40 and a = .20, respectively.
The accuracy of the three-moment approximation de
creases steadily after a = .60 on the ME, MAE, and MNE
measures, until it becomes the least accurate of the four
approximations at a = .90.

The plot of the approximation error as a function of VI

showed that bias, MAE, MPE, and MNE all decrease with
increases in VI' as reflected in the error functions con
verging ony = O. The only exception is the MPEs of the
square root approximation, which fail to show improve
ment with increases in V I.

2S The plot also revealed that
the large errors associated with the three-moment ap
proximation at high values of a(e.g., a= .90) are due to
its poor performance at VI = 1. If this condition is ex
cluded, the MNE drops from - .089 to - .020. A plot of
the approximation error as a function of v2 showed un
usually large errors for the square root and cube root ap-

proximations at v2 = 2 and v2 = 4. For larger values of v2'

the bias, the MAE, and the MPE increase with increases
in v2 for all four algorithms. The MNEs do not show con
sistent trends as a function of v2•

Additional plots showed that the square root approxi
mation show a steady decrease in the MEs, MAEs, and
MNEs as I/> increases, whereas the MPEs remain rela
tively unchanged. For the other three approximations,
there is a tendency for bias, MAE, and MPE to be greater
at intermediate than at extreme values of 1/>. MNEs for the
three-moment and square root approximations occur at
I/> = .5. The fact that all of the error functions approach
y = 0 as I/> takes on increasingly large values suggests that
the accuracy ofthe four approximations should continue
to hold for I/> > 3.0. (The same conclusion is supported
by graphs plotting the approximation errors as a func
tion of .:t.)

Figures plotting ME, MAE, MPE, and MNE as ajoint
function of VI and v2 (as in Figure 7) were prepared. The
MPE and MNE error plots show that, if VI = 1 is excluded
from the analysis, the maximum errors drop to roughly
± .025 (or less) for all but the square root approximation;
for the latter, VI = 2 and v2 = 2 must also be excluded to
reach this level of accuracy. Marginally acceptable per-
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Figure 8. Error magnitude as a function of a = .005-.90 and approximation method.

forrnance for the approximations can therefore be attained
out to a = .90, provided certain restrictions are imposed.

Worst-case analysis. Examination ofthe various plots
reveal that the three-moment and square root maximum
negative errors (MNEs "" - .089) occur at a> .90, VI = I,
v2 = 4, and I/> = 0.5. To further explore worse-case per
formance, approximation accuracy was assessed for this
case at a = .90(.01)1.00.26 The results show that MNE
increases steadily over this interval, with the three-moment
and square root approximations giving values of - .1543
and - .1318, respectively, at a = 1.00. It is possible that
peaks in the maximum errors exist for values between
those tested in Investigation 2 and/or for 1/>< 0.5. To assess
this possibility, we explored worst-case performance for
VI = I, v2 = 4, and a = {.90, 1.00} at 93 levels of 1/>: specif
ically, I/> = {O, 0.001, 0.01, 0.02(0.02)1.0(0.05)3 }.27 For
a = .90, the three-moment approximation had a peak at
I/> = 0.68 (MNE = -.1003), and the square root approxi
mation at I/> = 0.16 (MNE = - .1064). For a = 1.00, the
three-moment peak was at I/> = 0.60 (MNE = - .1591),
and the square root peak at ¢ = 0 (MNE = - .1587). The
MNE of - .1591 is the largest error we uncovered in our
investigation. To see if the large MNEs would decrease
substantially for VI > 1, the same analyses were conducted
again, but with VI = 2. The peak errors were as follows:

- .0221 (a= .90,1/>= 0.96) and - .0354 (a= 1.00, 1/>= 0.86)
for the three-moment approximation, and - .0391 (a= .90,
1/>= 0.30) and - .0416 (a= 1.00, 1/>= 0) for the square root
approximation.

The reduction in error observed when VI = 1 is excluded,
along with the improvement in the square root approxi
mation when v2 = 2 is excluded, suggested that the en
tire Investigation 2 database should be reanalyzed for the
subset {VI > 1, v2 > 2}. The overall results for this
analysis were presented earlier in Table 3 and show that
the maximum errors of approximation fall to roughly
±.03 in this case.

Criterion analysis. The trends reported above are
based on average or maximum values, both of which are
influenced by the existence ofextreme outliers in the er
rors of approximation. Since some of these outliers rep
resent poor performance at the margins for VI' v2' a, and
¢, many of which may never arise in practice, it is useful
to assess accuracy in a way that is not differentially in
fluenced by such outliers, One way to do this is to estab
lish an accuracy criterion, or error tolerance, and com
pare the performance of the four algorithms in terms of
how often they meet the established criterion. For exam
ple, we might decide that errors within ±.01 of the true
value of 1 - f3 are acceptable. We can then determine
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how often each of the approximations meets this partic
ular criterion. The existence of a few extreme outliers
will not distort this type of analysis.

We determined the percent of the errors that are within
::t.0 I of the exact value for Investigation I and Investi
gation 2 as a function of a and the approximation
method. For Investigation I (a= .005-.05), 100% of the
power estimates of the three-moment approximation
meet the established criterion. For the two-moment, cube
root, and square root approximations, respectively,

95%-97%, 92%-95%, and 87%-92% of the estimates
meet the criterion. For Investigation 2 (a = .005-.90), the
percent of the estimates meeting criterion are as follows:
three-moment, 91%-100% (M = 97.3%); square root,
87%-99% (M= 91.8%); two-moment, 86%-97% (M=
91.8%); and cube root, 87%-96% (M = 91.6%).28 The
three-moment approximation has at least 97% of its es
timates within ::t.01 ofthe exact value outto a= .6, where
it begins to decline until reaching its lowest percentage,
91%, at a= .9.
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DISCUSSION

As expected, the three-moment approximation sur
passes the accuracy of the other approximations by a fair
margin, registering the lowest ME and MAE from a =

.005-.50. The performance of all four approximations
becomes less stable for a> .50, with the three-moment
and square root approximations showing large MNEs at
a= .90. Imposing the restriction {VI> I, v2 > 2} gives
moderately acceptable performance for large a, with
maximum errors of roughly :t.03. A consistent trend in
the data is the decrease in approximation error that oc
curs with increases in VI' The maximum errors are par
ticularly sensitive to this parameter. In addition, error mag
nitude is a nonmonotonic function of Ij) and an increasing
function of v2 . The latter trend is somewhat weak and in
consistent and is qualified by the presence of large ap
proximation errors in the square root and cube root ap
proximations at small v2 . Finally, although all four
approximations give satisfactory performance at the a
levels typically encountered for power calculations, their
deterioration at high a levels suggests that caution should
be used when employing the approximations to estimate
the CDFs oflower tail values ofF'.

The systematic fluctuation of the approximate values
about the exact values, as reflected in the error functions
of Figures 2-8, was apparently first noted by the editor
of Biometrics in a footnote to Patnaik's two-moment ap
proximation (1949, p. 223). We attempt to account now
for some similar characteristics in our own data. For ex
ample, why is it that the two-moment and cube root ap
proximations have error functions that are so nearly
alike, given that they come from different classes (mo
ment vs. normal)? From Equation 2 in the introduction,
we see that the scaling constant for the two-moment ap
proximation is k= (v[ + A)/v[, and the transformed value
of F' is F* = F'lk = v]F'I(v] + A). Equation 5 for the
cube root transformation has this quantity in both the nu
merator and the denominator of the expression for z", In
Laubscher's derivation of the cube root approximation
(1960, p. 1111), the quantity shows up explicitly as V =
Y/X= [vIF'/(vl + A)]I/3, where Vis the ratio of two in
dependent normal variables, Y= [X?I(vI + A)] 113 andX=
<Xilv2)1/3. The ratio thus reduces to V= (F*)1I3, and the
cube root approximation is seen to be a normalized ver
sion of the two-moment approximation. This accounts
for the similarity in the error functions of the two ap
proximations.i?

A second question concerns the dramatic increase in
approximation error for the three-moment and square
root approximations at a 2: .90. Pearson and Hartley
(1976, p. 67) point out that, although the three-moment
approximation to F' gives the correct first three moments,
it does not give the correct start to the distribution. To
see this, recall that the three-moment transformation is
F* = (F' + c)/h, where F* is evaluated against a central
F distribution with v I * and v2 degrees of freedom. Con-
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sequently, F' = 0 transforms to F';"in = c/h, and since
c/h > 0 for A> 0,30 the cumulative area approximated by
P{F*(VI*,V2) :s c/h} will overestimate the true area,
P{F'(v[, V2, A) -s O} = O. Likewise, P{F*(v t*, v2) 2: c/h}
will underestimate the area to the right ofF' = 0, which
is I. O. As we show below, this distortion is present in
varying degree as F' ~ 0 (a'~ 1), and this is why the
three-moment approximation underestimates power at
high a (Figure 8d). A similar problem arises for the
square root and cube root approximations. To yield cor
rect solutions, F' = 0 should transform to z*min = -00, or
at least to a value far enough out in the tail that the area
to the left of Z*min is "" O. However, Equation 4 in the in
troduction shows that the square root approximation
transforms F' = 0 to

.; = _(2CVI +A)2
mm 2 1

v[ + I\.

and Equation 5 shows that the cube root approximation
transforms F' = 0 to

Z:in = I-a where a = 2(v I +2A)
.;;; , 9(v[ +A)2

Equations 6 and 7 reveal that the most highly truncated
values ofZ*min occur at VI = 1 and A= 0, with Z*min = -I
and Z*min = -1.65, respectively. These limits generate
maximum possible errors of - .1587 and - .0495 for the
square root and cube root approximations. Of the four
approximations, the two-moment approximation is the
only one that transforms F' = 0 to a correct starting value,
F* = F'lk = Olk = O. Hence, the two-moment approxi
mation is not susceptible to the lower tail bias of the
other three approximations.

The preceding shows that constraints in the minimum
values ofF* and z" lead to errors in estimating the areas
to the left or right of lower tail values of F'. Figures 9a
and 9b illustrate the problem for VI = I, v2 = 4, and A=

.72 (Ij) = 0.60). These parameters correspond to the
worst-case scenario for the three-moment approximation
(see the Results section). The figures plot the exact CDF
of F' computed by Reeve's (1986) algorithm, as well as
the CDFs obtained using each of the four approxima
tions. The CDFs were evaluated at F' = {0(0.05) I(2)20}.
For reference, the a levels for F' = Fa are shown below
the values ofF' on the x-axis. Figure 9a plots the CDFs
over the range 0 :s F' :s 20, whereas Figure 9b does so
for the lower tail values only (F' :s 0.50). The fit of the
approximated CDFs to the exact CDF appears to be ex
cellent in Figure 9a. However, the expanded scale ofFig
ure 9b shows that the three-moment and square root
CDFs diverge from the exact CDF at F' :s 0.30, with
maximum errors of 0.1591 and 0.1163, respectively, at
P' = O. The cube root CDF runs below the exact CDF
until F' = .05, at which point it crosses over to show an
error of .0282 at F' = O. The divergence of the lower tails
ofthe exact and approximate CDFs is due to lower limits
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ofF~in = 0.1125, z*min = -1.194, andz*min = -1.908, re
spectively, for the three-moment, square root, and cube
root approximations. These limits prevent the CDFs
from going to zero at F' = 0.31 This problem does not
arise for the two-moment approximation, since F~in = O.

It might be supposed that one reason the three
moment and square root approximations do so poorly in
Figure 9b is because v2 = 4. Equations in Patnaik (1949,
p. 221) show that computation of the first moment re
quires v2 > 2, the second moment v2 > 4, and the third
moment v2 > 6. Consequently, the use of the three
moment approximation for v2 ::5 6 (or of the two-moment
approximation for v2 ::5 4) would seem to lack mathe
matical justification, even though it is possible (me
chanically) to compute solutions for v2 > 2. Likewise,
Patnaik (p. 208) notes that Fisher's normalizing function
for chi-square, employed by the square root approxima
tion, gives good results if v > 30. By implication, rela
tively poor performance would be expected for v2 = 4. If
these factors are responsible for the large approximation
errors in Figure 9b as F' -t 0, then a larger value of v2
should eliminate the errors. However, this is not the case:
For v2 = 120, errors of 0.1436 and 0.1163 occur at F' =
oin the three-moment and square root CDFs, respec
tively. Equation 6 indicates that the minimum transformed
value for the square root approximation is independent
of v2' and this explains why the approximation error is
unchanged from that obtained for v2 = 4.

The distortion in the lower tails ofthe CDFs caused by
constraints in the minimum values of F *and z" should be
greatest for small values of VI' The density function of
F' for small VI is J-shaped, with the peak density falling
at or near F' = O. For the three-moment approximation,
the area to the left of c/h is potentially much greater in
this case. Wewould therefore expect approximation error
to decrease as VI increases and the mode of the F' dis
tribution moves to the right (away from F' = 0). Consider
the example in Figure 9 (v2 = 4, A. = 0.72): as VI goes
from 1 to 10, VI* goes from 1.471 to 10.126, c/h goes
from 0.1125 to 0.0013, and the approximation error at
F' = 0 goes from 0.1591 to 0.0000. The most substantial
reduction in error occurs from VI = 1 to VI = 2, with CDF
error at F' = 0 dropping from 0.1591 (c/h = 0.1125) to
0.0275 (c/h = 0.0432). These illustrations show another
factor contributing to the improvement in accuracy: In
creasing vj causes c/h to move closer to zero, and this leads
to a corresponding decrease in the approximation errors
for lowertail values ofF'. These conclusions are also con
sistent with the analysis provided by Pearson and Tiku
(1970), which showed that the error arising from not fit
ting the fourth moment of the F' distribution decreases
with increases in VI'

The improvement in lower tail accuracy for the square
root approximation with increases in VI follows from
Equation 6. As VI goes up, the numerator of the ratio in
creases at a greater rate (due to the squaring operation)
than the denominator, and this gives values of z*min fur
ther out in the left tail of the normal distribution. For the

example in Figure 9, as VI goes from 1 to 10, z*min goes
from -1.194 to -4.369, and the approximation error at
F' = 0 goes from 0.1163 to 0.0000. As with the three
moment approximation, the most substantial reduction
in error occurs at VI = 2, with CDF error at F' = 0 drop
ping to 0.0346 (Z*min = -1.817).

A last issue to consider is the relationship between ap
proximation accuracy and A.. Examination of the three
moment approximation indicates that CDF approxima
tion error at F' = 0 is zero for A. = 0 (since c/h = 0),
increases to a peak value as A. increases, and then de
creases again with further increases in A.. This nonmo
notonic trend arises because the peak error is a joint
function of vI* and c/h. The former increases, and the lat
ter increases and then decreases, with increases in A.. The
interaction of these two effects produces a peak error at
A. > O. The square root approximation, on the other hand,
has its maximum CDF error at F' = 0 and A. = 0, and this
error decreases systematically with increases in A.. Equa
tion 6 shows why larger values of A. are associated with
smaller CDF errors at F' = 0: The squaring operation in
the numerator causes larger values of A. to produce val
ues of z*min that are further out in the left tail, and this re
duces the error.

The preceding analysis has attempted to explain some
ofthe factors that contribute to the worst-case (lower tail)
performance of the approximations. Excessive approxi
mation error is most likely to arise when solutions are de
sired for F' -t 0 in distributions having VI = 1 and A.-t
O. Fortunately, this problem does not arise for computing
statistical power, because conventional significance lev
els produce critical values (F' = Fa) that fall in the upper
tail of the F' distribution when A. is small, and if A. is
large (so that Fa falls in the lower tail of the F' distribu
tion), the problem does not arise for that reason. When
the approximation is needed to compute the CDF of the
F' distribution, however, the researcher should exercise
special care to ensure that the solutions are accurate for
small values of F'.

Most researchers investigating the accuracy ofapprox
imations conclude by expressing a preference for a par
ticular approximation (Cohen & Nee, 1987; Fowler, 1984;
Laubscher, 1960; Tiku, 1965, 1966). Our results suggest
that the best approximation depends on the application
and the needs of the user. Although the three-moment
approximation is clearly superior to the others for a::5 .50,
it has the poorest worst-case performance at a ~ .90.
Similarly, although the two-moment approximation is in
termediate in overall accuracy, it is the only approxima
tion that yields correct solutions for F' = 0, and gener
ally more accurate solutions for F'-t O. Finally, the
square root and cube root approximations are roughly
comparable in overall accuracy, but the cube root ap
proximation shows less degradation at very small values
of v2, whereas the square root approximation performs
better at v2 ~ 10.

In addition to accuracy, a second issue of concern in
selecting an approximation is ease of use. Equations 2-5



indicate that the two-moment approximation is simplest
to use, followed by the square root, cube root, and three
moment approximations. If computations are done man
ually, the square root and cube root approximations have
the advantage that tables of the standard normal distrib
ution provide more detail for determining I - f3 (or the
CDF) than do tables of the central F distribution. If the
approximation is being coded for use in a program, such
differences are perhaps less important than the overall
accuracy of the approximation. If so, this would argue
for the three-moment approximation. However, the two
and three-moment approximations require that the trans
formed value F* be evaluated against a central F distri
bution, and algorithms for computing P{F*(v1*, v2) ;::: x}
(O'Grady, 1981) are considerably more complex than al
gorithms for computing P{z* ;::: x} (Abramowitz & Ste
gun, 1964). Although the latter fact argues for the square
root or cube root approximation, the advantage is more
apparent than real, because to compute power all four ap
proximations require evaluation ofFa' Determination of
the critical value requires an algorithm for computing
upper tail areas ofF, and, once this is included, it can be
used to compute areas with respect to F* as welI,32

The need to supplement the approximations with an al
gorithm for computing upper tail areas ofcentral F raises
an interesting paradox. Although the amount ofprogram
code required to implement any of the four approxima
tions is trivial, the code required to compute exact values
ofFa is not. If this code is included in the overhead, none
the four approximations is substantially more efficient,
in terms ofprogram size, than Reeve's (1986) implemen
tation of the series representation in Equation I, which
computes the CDF exactly. This is because the same pro
gram code used by Reeve to compute the CDF of F' (or
F") is used to compute the CDF ofF (the latter being the
special case where A) = A2= 0). Consequently, no addi
tional overhead is required for computing Fa' and Equa
tion I is nearly as efficient (in terms ofcode size) as one
of the approximations in Equations 2-5, supplemented
by an algorithm for computing central F probabilities
(O'Grady, 1981).

It might be argued that the approximations at least
offer an advantage in terms ofcomputational speed. Al
though they do compute their solutions very quickly, as
compared with an exact method, this advantage is
swamped by the time required to compute Fa' As a result,
total execution time shows only a small advantage for the
approximations. To illustrate, consider the original ex
ample in Figure 1, where a= .05, VI = 3, v2 = 60, and A=
12.8. The time required to compute Fa = 2.758 and I 
f3 = .84 for this case was averaged over 100 successive
calls to the subroutines for computing the exact and ap
proximate solutions. The average time required to com
plete these two computations was 0.086, 0.079, 0.080,
0.072, and 0.073 sec for the exact, two-moment, three
moment, square root, and cube root methods, respec
tively.-! The approximations are, therefore, only slightly
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faster than the exact solution when the overhead for com
puting Fa is included. It seems doubtful that the loss of
accuracy inherent in an approximation can be justified
simply to achieve a difference of0.086 versus 0.072 sec.

Consequently, with respect to both program size and
speed, there is little to be gained by using an approxi
mate over an exact method. An exception to this is when
critical values ofFa are known in advance, and either the
square root or cube root transformation is used to ap
proximate 1 - f3. In this case, calls to subroutines for
computing critical values and p values of central F are
not required, and computations of 1 - f3 are performed
quickly. This is presumably why Cohen employs the
square root and cube root algorithms for approximating
power in his well-known book on statistical power analy
sis (Cohen, 1988, p. 550).34 Another exception is when
Fa is approximated rather than computed exactly. Al
though this approach is substantially more efficient in
program size and speed than an exact method, it has po
tentially serious problems with worst-case performance.
Since the error in approximating Fa is now compounded
with the error inherent in the four noncentral F approxi
mations, approximation errors much larger than those
identified in this report can arise.

In conclusion, the present study shows that the two
moment, three-moment, square root, and cube root ap
proximations can provide satisfactory estimates of power,
at least when certain restrictions are imposed. However,
the approximations prove to be only marginally more ef
ficient than exact methods for computing the CDF of F'.
With the availability of inexpensive, high-performance
computers, there would no longer seem to be compelling
reasons to rely on approximations. Likewise, the increas
ing emphasis on statistical power analysis by contempo
rary researchers (and joumal editors) warrants, in our view,
the exclusive use of exact methods in statistical power
software.
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NOTES

I. Meyer's (1995) program, Power & Effect, offers a calculator and
formula-based metaphor for computing effect size. The GPOWER soft
ware of Erdfelder et al. (1996) is unique in performing compromise
power analysis: With this approach, solutions are computed so as to pre
serve a prescribed ratio ofType I to II error probabilities (a, f3). The en
hancements to DATASIM described by Bradley et al. (1996) permit
researchers to generate complete power and sample size tables in either
conventional format (based on dfand i5 or Il) or the format used in Co
hen's 1988 book (based on n and the effect size, f). DATASIM is also
one of the few programs that compute power for the doubly noncentral
F distribution.

2. The programs by Erdfelder et al. (1996; GPOWER) and Bradley
(1988; DATASIM) have algorithms for computing exact (as well as



approximate) power. Several of the programs reviewed by Goldstein
(1989) and Thomas and Krebs (1997) also employ exact methods.

3. It is especially helpful to conceptualize power in terms off when
no basis exists for estimating the population parameters required to
compute A- or t/J. In this case, Cohen's guidelines (1988, pp. 281-284) for
defining small, medium, and large effects may be used to select values
of f for entry into the power tables. Alternatively, the researcher can
compute power for detecting effects that account for a given proportion
of the variation in the data, 1)2,where f = '-1[1)2/(1 - 1)2»).

4. As we explain in the discussion section, the efficiency of ap
proximate over exact methods is largely lost ifvalues ofFa must also be
computed by the program (rather than supplied as input).

5. Note that the N for the three-moment approximation in Tiku
(1966) is 120 rather than 144 because the three-moment approximation
cannot be computed for v2 = 2 (see VI' and c in Equation group 3, above).

6. An apparent exception to this generalization occurs at VI = I,
where the error in the moment ratio decreases consistently from t/J=0.5
to t/J = 3.0. As we show in the Results and Discussion sections, however,
a peak does in fact exist in the interval 0.5 :5 t/J:5 1.0.

7. Cohen and Nee report that this difference is significant at p <
.01: however, a significance test is not really necessary, because the er
rors of approximation are not stochastic, and the mean absolute errors
are therefore not subject to sampling error.

8. Optical scanning with OCR software was briefly considered but
rejected due to insufficient quality in the copies of Tiku's tables ob
tained through interlibrary loan. Previous experience with OCR in this
situation showed error rates exceeding those associated with manual
entry of the data.

9. As documented elsewhere (Bradley, 1989a, 1989b, 1991a, 1993;
Bradley & Fleisher, 1994; Bradley, Hemstreet, & Ziegenhagen, 1992;
Bradley, Senko, & Stewart, 1990; Wright, 1993), DATASIM is a gen
eral purpose data analysis and statistical simulation program.

10. This modification was necessary because the power approxima
tions in Exhibits 3-6 employ A- rather than t/J as the noncentrality pa
rameter. The change was made by reading the data from the Tiku data
base into DATASIM and using the LET command to transform t/Jto
A- through the relation A- = (VI + I)t/Jl.

II. It makes little sense to assess the magnitude of the errors of ap
proximation when such errors reflect not only the inaccuracy of the al
gorithm, but also the inaccuracy of the "exact" values to which they are
being compared. This is particularly true when the accuracy of the ap
proximation is sufficiently high that even small typesetting errors in the
tabled values of fJ can seriously bias the results. Since the approxima
tion errors for the four algorithms are usually within z .01 of the true
value (see the Results section), a typesetting error in a four-place deci
mal number can substantially distort the apparent accuracy of an algo
rithm, especially for measures based on the MPEs or MNEs, which is a
major focus of the present study.

12. All but two of these errors were discovered in the same way as
the errors in Tiku's tables-that is, the errors caused data points in plots
of the errors of approximation to show up as outliers. The last two er:
rors were detected after a systematic comparison, entry by entry, of the
values in the computer database against the values in Tiku's published ta
bles.

13. The 7,920 values in the final database were compared to the 7,920
exact values produced by Reeve's (1986) program. The maximum ab
solute difference between corresponding values of fJ was .000145, and
95.2% of the values of fJ agreed exactly when rounded to four places
(the precision ofTiku's values). The option existed at this point to con
duct Investigation I using Reeve's exact values rather than Tiku's (1967)
tables. However, since Investigation I was largely complete at this point,
we elected to use Reeve's program to identify and correct possible er
rors in Tiku, rather than as the primary source of exact values for I - (3.

14. It was at this point that Charles Reeve became actively involved
as a coinvestigator in the present research project.

15. The program BATNF I.EXE reads the parameters VI' v1, a, and A
from an input file, determines the critical value Fa(v l , v1) , and computes
the area to the right of Fa in the noncentral F distribution F(VI,V2 ;A-).
The input parameters and the exact power are then written to an output
file. For consistency with Investigation I, DATASIM was used to
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modify the output file by adding columns including fJ and 1/1 in the ap
propriate locations.

16. Although the standard deviation (SD) of the errors of approxi
mation would provide information about the range of errors encoun
tered, it was rejected for two reasons. First, the distributions of the er
rors of approximation are not symmetrical, so the SD is a potentially
misleading index of the range oferrors above and below the mean. Sec
ond, the SD does not directly communicate the maximum error (either
positive or negative) that can arise using a particular approximation, and
this information was ofprimary interest to the investigators.

17. Accuracy, stability, and bias are interdependent in that a small
MAE tends to be associated with a small ME and a small MPE - MNE.
An unbiased approximation is not necessarily accurate or stable, how
ever, since large positive and negative approximation errors can exist
that average out to zero. Hence, although a small MAE implies a small
ME, the reverse is not true.

18. Inspection of the raw data shows that the three-moment approxi
mation gives three-place accuracy or better in many cases.

19. In interpreting these and subsequent figures, the reader is cau
tioned to pay careful attention to the scale ofthe y-axis. In order to max
imize resolution, the y-axis in each plot is scaled so as to employ the full
area of the plotting window. This means that the start, stop, and incre
ment values of the y-axis change from one plot to the next. Comparison
of the heights ofparticular curves across plots is, therefore, not meaning
ful unless the correspondingy-values on each axis are taken into account.

20. As a point of comparison, perfect accuracy on each measure
would be represented by a horizontal line extending out from y = 0 on
the vertical axis.

21. The reader may wonder why significance tests are not reported
for the trends plotted in Figure 4 (and elsewhere)-for example, to see
if the four approximations differ significantly in accuracy. The answer
is that the values making up the database are not stochastic (i.e., they
are not random variables following a probability distribution). The er
rors of approximation are analytic, in that, given the same parameters,
the same values will always be obtained. Consequently, the data points
plotted in Figure 4 are not subject to sampling error, and the issue ofsig
nificance does not arise.

22. Interestingly, the error trends for the two-moment and cube root
approximations are quite similar in Figures 3-5, as is the overall accu
racy of the two algorithms. In several ofthe panels, the two curves (open
circles vs. filled squares) are very nearly superimposed. This is some
what surprising, since the two algorithms come from different families
(i.e., moment vs. normal). This matter is considered further in the dis
cussion section.

23. The two-moment and cube root approximations once again have
very similar error functions in Figures 6a, b, and d, and in Figure 6c for
1/1 ~ 1.8.

24. The relative order of the curves in Figure 7c is difficult to discern
for the intermediate values ofv2. The original plot of Figure 7c was dis
played on a color monitor, and the different colors used by the plotting
software permitted the investigators to unambiguously establish the
order of the individual curves.

25. This is due, again, to the unusual performance of the square root
algorithm at v2 = 2. When the maximum positive error trends for higher
values of v2 are considered, decreases in the errors do occur with in
creases in V I'

26. The inclusion of a = 1.00 means that the performance of the ap
proximations is being evaluated for F' = Fa = O. The upper tail area is
therefore I - fJ = 1.00, and this holds for all values of VI' v2, or 1/1.

27. Including 1/1= 0 tests the approximations when applied to the cen
tral F distribution. Tests at a = 1.00, 1/1 = 0, and small VI and v2 assess
the accuracy of the approximations at the extreme endpoints oftheir in
tended applicability, and this helps to reveal the worst-case performance
of the approximations.

28. These results confirm a conclusion arrived at earlier-namely,
that the three-moment approximation is noticeably more accurate than
the two-moment, square root, and cube root approximations and that
the latter three are roughly comparable in (overall) accuracy.

29. We thank Melinda Harder of the Department of Mathematics,
Bates College, for suggesting this interpretation.
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30. As Il ~ 0, the constants converge as follows: VI' ~ VI' C ~ 0,
h ~ I, and, therefore, c1h~ 0.

31. The constants for the three-moment approximation are VI' =

1.4707, C = 0.205001, and h = 1.8225. Hence, F' = c1h = 0.1125 pro
duces a minimum possible CDF of P{F'(1.4707,4):S .1125} = .1591.
The CDF errors at F' = 0 for the square root and cube root approxima
tions are found by determining P{z' :S -1.194} and P{z' :S -1.908},
respectively.

32. Fa is found using an iterative search procedure that systemati
cally varies the value of F until one is found which cuts off a in the
upper tail. Of course, tables of the central F distribution can be con
sulted to find Fa. However, such tables are of limited utility insofar as
only certain values of VI' v2' and a are tabled. Although interpolation
can, in some cases, be used to find the desired value of Fa' this defeats
the point of automating the calculations of I - f3 or CDF. Also, inac
curacies arising from linear interpolation will add to the inherent inac
curacy ofthe approximation, causing potentially unacceptable increases
in error.

33. The computations were performed on a Macintosh Centris 650
with a 68040 processor and FPU.

34. However, Bradley et al. (1996) show that Cohen's use of approx
imate solutions in conjunction with an adjustment procedure for com
puting power in factorial designs (Cohen, 1988, p. 365) can lead to se
rious bias in the power and sample size estimates obtained using his
tables. They cite an example in which Cohen's approach gives I - f3 =
.70 for the power of FA in a 3 X 4 X 5 design (Cohen, 1988,
Table 8.3.34), when in fact the actual power is I - f3 = .8516. Errors in
the treatment offactorial ANOVA in Cohen's earlier (1969 and 1977)
editions were noted by Koele (1982, see footnote I) and reviewed in de
tail in an unpublished technical report by Koele and Hoogstraten (1980).
Erdfelder et al. (1996) have also addressed this issue.
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